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Goal: understand dark matter, inflation, 
the origin of spacetime

Method: effective field theory
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Large-scale structure theory and data analysis
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Gravitational waves, black hole Love numbers

Examples:

Large-scale structure theory

New pipeline for galaxy surveys 

Constraints on fundamental cosmology

NOT in this talk:

in this talk:



Cosmology

inflation
CMB galaxies

: Inflation, Cold Dark Matter, Lambda 

Known Unknowns: 
What was inflation, exactly?
Is DM really cold?
etc.

Unkown Unknowns: 
Surprises ?
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Cosmic Microwave Background

Planck’18
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Large-Scale Structure
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Full-shape analysis
CMB: LSS:

CMB and LSS probe different scales, different epochs (redshifts)
different physics !

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Parameters:
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Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

LSS is 3d —> contains orders of magnitude more information
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data

linear theory
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The big problem 

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

non-linearity = non-Gaussianity



Secondary sources of non-linearity

IllustrisTNGSummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Clustering of dark matterSummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Galaxy - DM connectionSummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Baryonic feedbackSummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Redshift space distortionsRedshift space distortions

Nuisance parameters:

PT approach to LSS

Bias expansion

�(g) = F [rirj�] = b1� + b2�
2 + bs2(rirj�)

2 + b̃r2� · · ·

Desjacques, Jeong, Schmidt (2016)
Review:

Write down all possible “operators” compatible with symmetries

Additional complication: non-locality in time…

Galaxy formation is a local 
function of the tidal field + 
stochastic proceses

�g = b1�

+ b2�
2 + bG2(rhirji�)

2 + ...
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McDonald, Roy (2009), ++



Ways to analyse LSS: 

“standard” approach until recently:
focus on observables that 
are approximately stable w.r.t.
non-linear effects 
(distance + growth amplitude)

Discard shape information

�theory � �dataSummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potentialSummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

We can do much better!

Understand non-linearities

Analytics vs. Numerics (simulations) 

Tegmark++, SDSS analysis (2006)

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

All current data are compatible with 
the            model

(assumes Lorentz Invariance as a 
fundamental property of Nature)

Reasons to question this:

Recent successes of Lorentz-violating 
theory of quantum gravity (Horava’ 09)

Lorentz invariance has been tightly 
constrained only in the sector of Standard 

Model particles 

What about other sectors?
< 10�20

⇤CDM
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Numerics/Analytics

galaxy formation

matter clustering

time-consuming

unlimited range
limited range 
precision & accuracy
fast/ cheap - beyond LCDM 
marg. over gastrophysics

Perturbation theorySimulations

credit: lineartestpilot

State-of-the-art equipment  
for theoretical physicist

credit: CartoonStock



Large-scale structure theory

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

EFT of Large Scale Structure:

Blas, Garny,  MI,  Sibiryakov (2015)

Time-sliced perturbation theory 
(TSPT)

Path Integral Formulation
of EFT of Large-Scale Structure 

approach and their ’role’ is to reproduce eventually the SPT result. In order to further

renormalise the UV - behaviour and account properly for very short modes one has to

introduce new counter-terms for the �n vertices. This issue, however, is not the main

goal of this paper and will be addressed in detail elsewhere.

To make the connection with the SPT approach, i.e. to write TSPT as a series in

P0, it is very instructive to perform one - loop computation, to which we proceed now.

2.3.1 1-loop results and comparison with SPT

Let us now focus on the 1-loop PS (e.g. including next to leading order corrections

of P0). The field  used to be a generic field obeying (4) in the previous sections.

However, in order to switch to the familiar notation of SPT, it will be more convenient

to relabel this field as follows,

 ⌘  2 , (31)

which is validated by the fact the filed  has to be identified with the velocity divergence

field as far as cosmology is concerned. In this subsection we will be studying the power

spectrum of the  2 field,

h 2(⌘,k1) 2(⌘,k2)i = P 2 2(⌘, k1)�
(d)(k1 + k2). (32)

In terms of Feynman diagrams, at the order O(P 2
0 ) this is given by8 (the combinatorial

factors are included in the diagrams)

PL
 2 2

(⌘, k) + P 1�loop
 2 2

(⌘, k) =
k

+
k k

C2
+

k k

q

�4

+
k

q

k

q� k

�3 �3

(33) diagr1loop

The first graph is simply the linear power spectrum. The e↵ect of the second diagram

with C2 is to cancel spurious UV divergences (⇠ P 2
0 (k)⇤

3
UV ) appearing in the third,

so-called ’sunrise’ diagram (see (B) for more details). misha:More on UV here?

8Note that one-loop tadpole graphs have been already taken care of, see (30).

12

k
= g2(⌘)P̄ (|k|),

k1

k2

k3

= �g�2(⌘)
�̄3(k1,k2,k3)

3!
,

k
= �C1(k),

k1

k2

k4

k3

= �g�2(⌘)
�̄4(k1,k2,k3,k4)

4!
,

k1 k2

= �
C2(k1,k2)

2

Figure 1. Example of TSPT Feynman diagrams.

Using the diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 one obtains,

h⇥⌘(k1)⇥⌘(k2)⇥⌘(k3)i
tree = = �g4(⌘)

3Y

i=1

P̄ (|ki|) �̄3(k1,k2,k3) , (3.27)

h⇥⌘(k1)⇥⌘(k2)⇥⌘(k3)⇥⌘(k4)i
tree = +

=g6(⌘)
4Y

i=1

P̄ (|ki|)


� �̄4(k1,k2,k3,k4)

+ �(3)
⇣ 4X

j=1

kj

⌘⇣
�̄0
3(k1,k2,�k1 � k2) P̄ (|k1 + k2|) �̄

0
3(k1 + k2,k3,k4) + perm.

⌘�
,

(3.28)

where “perm.” in the last expression stands for the terms obtained by the exchange

k2 $ k3 and k2 $ k4. We observe that �̄n are identified as one-particle-irreducible (1PI)

contributions to the tree-level correlators with amputated external propagators.

As already noted above, the counterterms Cn have the same order in the coupling g

as the 1-loop contributions. To understand their role, consider the 1-loop correction to the

– 11 –

+
C2

horizonHalo formation effective fluid
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Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

TSPT allows me to get 
              understanding  
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Baumann (2012), Carrasco, Senatore, Zaldarriaga, 
White, Chen, Vlah, Schmidt, Pajer, Baldauf, Hertzberg+++
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It works! 

2-loop, 3-loop ….

3-point function (bispectrum), 4-pf, …

caveat: nuisance parameters appear (~Wilson coeff ’s)



Large-scale structure: from theory to data

[km/s/Mpc]

MI, Simonovic, Zaldarriaga (2019), Philcox, MI (2021)++
D’Amico++(2019), Chen, White, Vlah (2021)
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BOSS (our pipeline)
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1-loop

Our pipeline:

Similar results by M. White’s group !



Non-standard scenarios

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Hubble tension, Early Dark EnergySummary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Dynamical Dark Energy

Dark Matter

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Inflation / Primordial non-Gaussianity

…

Hubble tension, Early Dark Energy

Dynamical Dark Energy

Can efficiently explore beyond-LCDM:



Slow Roll Inflation
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gij = a2(t)e2⇣�ij

inflaton
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ns�1

The terms “· · · ” we have not explicitly written in the action of Eq. (2.3) are built
not only from g

00 and the extrinsic curvature. Besides these and many other time-
diffeomorphisms-breaking operators (see e.g. Ref. [22] for a comprehensive study),
we also have covariant operators built from the four-dimensional Riemann tensor:
these capture corrections to General Relativity.

2.2 Different models in the EFTI language

The simplest models are those where the clock is the inflaton � with minimal kinetic
term and potential V (�). In the unitary gauge c(t) = �̇

2
0(t)/2 and ⇤(t) = V (�0(t)),

while all the other terms in Eq. (2.3) are set to zero. This is the formulation of
slow-roll inflation in the EFTI [7, 2].

Models where there is at most one derivative acting on �, i.e.

S� =

Z
d

4
x

p
�g P (X, �) with X = g

µ⌫
@µ�@⌫� , (2.5)

have
M

4
n
(t) = �̇

2n

0 (t)
@

n
P

@Xn

����
�=�0(t)

, M̄n = 0 . (2.6)

This is K-inflation [23–27]. A particular example of P (X, �) theory is DBI inflation
[28]. There the inflaton is the position of a probe brane in 5-dimensional spacetime
and its action is constructed from the induced metric on this brane. Examples of
theories that are described by operators involving �Kµ⌫ are the Ghost Condensate
[29, 1, 2], Galileons [30, 31] and generalizations of DBI Inflation [32].

2.3 Slow-roll solution and approximate time-translation symmetry

The coefficients in the unitary gauge action can explicitly depend on time. However,
the first two coefficients, c(t) and ⇤(t), have a mild dependence if the background
solution satisfies the slow-roll conditions " ⌧ 1, |⌘| ⌧ 1, where

" ⌘ � Ḣ

H2
, ⌘ ⌘ "̇

H"
. (2.7)

It is natural to assume that the same holds for all the other coefficients. Namely, to
impose an approximate time-translation symmetry, which in slow-roll models follows
from the approximate shift symmetry of the inflaton �.

An exception to this rule comes from models where instead of a softly broken
continuous shift symmetry, one has a discrete one [33, 34]. Ref. [35] explored this in
the context of the EFTI: at the level of the unitary-gauge action the approximate
discrete shift symmetry corresponds to an expansion history H(t), and other time-
dependent coefficients, that are a superposition like

H(t) = Hsr(t) + Hosc(t) sin !t , (2.8)

– 7 –
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3M2
PH

2 ⇡ V ⇡ const
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Inflation

<latexit sha1_base64="KKDCRsnOxqh+BuqIxSecKhAPJOw=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwY0hKUZdVN90IFewDmjRMppN26GQSZiZCCfkLN/6KGxeKuNWdf+P0sdDWAxcO59zLvfcECaNS2fa3UVhZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfM/YOWjFOBSRPHLBadAEnCKCdNRRUjnUQQFAWMtIPRzcRvPxAhaczv1TghXoQGnIYUI6Ul37SufOlKGkE3FAhn9V4lz279Rq/ikkRSFvN86jp2Lztz7Nw3y7ZlTwGXiTMnZTBHwze/3H6M04hwhRmSsuvYifIyJBTFjOQlN5UkQXiEBqSrKUcRkV42/SuHJ1rpwzAWuriCU/X3RIYiKcdRoDsjpIZy0ZuI/3ndVIWXXkZ5kirC8WxRmDKoYjgJCfapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIdEBKR1nSITiLLy+TVsVyzq3qXbVcu57HUQRH4BicAgdcgBqogwZoAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs9aCMZ85BH9gfP4AunSfBA==</latexit>
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Energy scale - ? Primordial GW

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

How many degrees of freedom ?

How fast did they propagate?

Did they have any interaction? 
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LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future
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exploit its potential

In this talk!



Primordial non-Gaussianity
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interactions do produce 
primordial non-Gaussianity
(PNG)

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

<latexit sha1_base64="jumfzA0bksnV23QPm8QcCSIsKZc=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="f6mqbY8pms1VGQlmkZ6w8GGrnjs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUnE10YounEhUsE+oI1hMp20QyeTMDNRSuynuHGhiFu/xJ1/4/Sx0NYDFw7n3Mu99wQJZ0o7zreVW1hcWl7JrxbW1jc2t+zidl3FqSS0RmIey2aAFeVM0JpmmtNmIimOAk4bQf9y5DceqFQsFnd6kFAvwl3BQkawNpJvF0M/a8sI3VwP0Tlynftj3y45ZWcMNE/cKSnBFFXf/mp3YpJGVGjCsVIt10m0l2GpGeF0WGiniiaY9HGXtgwVOKLKy8anD9G+UToojKUpodFY/T2R4UipQRSYzgjrnpr1RuJ/XivV4ZmXMZGkmgoyWRSmHOkYjXJAHSYp0XxgCCaSmVsR6WGJiTZpFUwI7uzL86R+WHZPyke3R6XKxTSOPOzCHhyAC6dQgSuoQg0IPMIzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx6Q1Z01nduAPrM8f8vWSgQ==</latexit>

fNL = 105

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Spectrum of fluctuations
is nearly Gaussian, … but

Planck’18

Skewness: 



Local PNG
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

ex: Modulated reheating, decay rate is controlled by a field
<latexit sha1_base64="6Kts1OCKOg/XZVeNi15K+0ulpIQ=">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</latexit>

� = �0 + �1�(t,x) + �2�
2(t,x) + ...

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

This gives the curvature fluctuation 
<latexit sha1_base64="RHIMbCobRuDgyEVG/JM24yf6igQ=">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</latexit>

⇣(t,x) = ⇣G(t,x) + f local
NL ⇣2G(t,x) + ...

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Primordial skewness (bispectrum):
<latexit sha1_base64="IqVhXX5/4sZirkDZJ8HIjk004Xw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="jumfzA0bksnV23QPm8QcCSIsKZc=">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</latexit>
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Local PNG
<latexit sha1_base64="RHIMbCobRuDgyEVG/JM24yf6igQ=">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</latexit>

⇣(t,x) = ⇣G(t,x) + f local
NL ⇣2G(t,x) + ...

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Generated by local physics after horizon crossing

multi-field, 
curvaton, 
modulated reheating, etc. 

Detection of 
<latexit sha1_base64="R6nkG4bQVPrDN4wQ81+vHncaXxY=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerChZvBIrgqiRR1WXTjQqSCvUAbw2Q6aYfOTMLMRCghG1/FjQtF3PoY7nwbp2kW2vrDwMd/zuHM+YOYUaUd59sqLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO/buXltFicSkhSMWyW6AFGFUkJammpFuLAniASOdYHw1rXceiVQ0Evd6EhOPo6GgIcVIG8u3D0I/7UsOb2+yhxxYhBHLoG9XnZqTCy6CW0AVFGr69ld/EOGEE6ExQ0r1XCfWXoqkppiRrNJPFIkRHqMh6RkUiBPlpfkBGTw2zgCGkTRPaJi7vydSxJWa8MB0cqRHar42Nf+r9RIdXngpFXGiicCzRWHCoI7gNA04oJJgzSYGEJbU/BXiEZIIa5NZxYTgzp+8CO3TmntWq9/Vq43LIo4yOARH4AS44Bw0wDVoghbAIAPP4BW8WU/Wi/VufcxaS1Yxsw/+yPr8ATEulig=</latexit>

f local
NL = rule out single field models
Summary   
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Summary   
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Theoretical target:
<latexit sha1_base64="dybRKRNFS7K5kQ/IG17kmPNkTAg=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsIiuSiJFXRbduBCpYB/Q1DKZTtqhM0mYuSmWkE9w46+4caGIW5fu/Bunj4W2HrhwOOde7r3HjwXX4Djf1sLi0vLKam4tv76xubVt7+zWdJQoyqo0EpFq+EQzwUNWBQ6CNWLFiPQFq/v9y5FfHzCleRTewTBmLUm6IQ84JWCktn0UtFNPSXxznd2nHrAHSEVEicgy7Gkuset1+AC7TtsuOEVnDDxP3CkpoCkqbfvL60Q0kSwEKojWTdeJoZUSBZwKluW9RLOY0D7psqahIZFMt9LxQxk+NEoHB5EyFQIeq78nUiK1HkrfdEoCPT3rjcT/vGYCwXkr5WGcAAvpZFGQCAwRHqWDO1wxCmJoCKGKm1sx7RFFKJgM8yYEd/bleVI7KbqnxdJtqVC+mMaRQ/voAB0jF52hMrpCFVRFFD2iZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4mrQvWdGYP/YH1+QMb25yc</latexit>

f local
NL ⇠ 1÷ 10

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Maldacena (2002) <latexit sha1_base64="RHIMbCobRuDgyEVG/JM24yf6igQ=">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</latexit>

⇣(t,x) = ⇣G(t,x) + f local
NL ⇣2G(t,x) + ...



Non-Gaussianity from Cubic Interactions
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Vanilla single field:
<latexit sha1_base64="fjXE7dpdyIEu0t5jzjnrgALtMqk=">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</latexit>
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Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Interactions:

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Effective field theory of inflation: write all interactions 
consistent with symmetries

<latexit sha1_base64="/EjabJ98qePUHWaBuTX8gwUP5/s=">AAACXnicbVFdSxtBFJ1dWz9iral9EfoyNBQs0mV3DdUXQfSlL4WUNipkP7g7mU0GZz+YuSuGZf2RfRNf/CnOJqG0sRcGDuecO3PvmaSUQqPrPlj22qvX6xubW53tNztvd7vv9i51USnGh6yQhbpOQHMpcj5EgZJfl4pDlkh+ldxctPrVLVdaFPkvnJU8zGCSi1QwQEPF3epnHJRTQU9pkCpgtdfUfhOIHOk46t/dQ3QUSJ7iKBgX2Boj/8vCeBCUoFCAjEXLf4582tQQ+c3hQv/TcNTU3w1ND6njOIESkymGcbfnOu686EvgLUGPLGsQd3+b+1iV8RyZBK1HnltiWLcTMMmbTlBpXgK7gQkfGZhDxnVYz+Np6CfDjGlaKHPMYnP2744aMq1nWWKcGeBUr2ot+T9tVGF6EtYiLyvkOVs8lFaSYkHbrOlYKM5QzgwApoSZlbIpmHTQ/EjHhOCtrvwSXPqO99Xp/+j3zs6XcWySD+QjOSAeOSZn5BsZkCFh5NGyrI61bT3Z6/aOvbuw2tay5z35p+z9Z1b+tH0=</latexit>
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ds2 = �dt2 + a(t)2dx2

<latexit sha1_base64="zRjiD2gyLfxi2kK+J2HbKwxqIA0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxoUZdFNy4r2Ae2Y8mkaRuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829M21lo64HA4Zx7yL0niKUw6LrfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwajm6nffOLaiEjd4zjmfkgHSvQFo2ilh04vwk48FI/n3WLJLbszkGXiZaQEGWrd4pcNsyTkCpmkxrQ9N0Y/pRoFk3xS6CSGx5SN6IC3LVU05MZPZxtPyIlVeqQfafsUkpn6O5HS0JhxGNjJkOLQLHpT8T+vnWD/yk+FihPkis0/6ieSYESm55Oe0JyhHFtCmRZ2V8KGVFOGtqSCLcFbPHmZNM7K3kW5clcpVa+zOvJwBMdwCh5cQhVuoQZ1YKDgGV7hzTHOi/PufMxHc06WOYQ/cD5/AFrRkLg=</latexit>
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Theoretical target:
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential
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2

II. ORTHOGONAL SHAPE

The EFTI shapes of interest come from the operators fi̇(Òfi)2 and fi̇
3. They are (again, these are normalized to one in

the equilateral configuration)

Sfi̇(Òfi)2(k1, k2, k3) = 1
Nfi̇(Òfi)2

24e
2
3

≠ 8e2e3kT ≠ 8e
2
2
k

2

T + 22e3k
3

T ≠ 6e2k
4

T + 2k
6

T

k
3

T e3

,

Sfi̇3(k1, k2, k3) = 1
Nfi̇3

e3

k
3

T

,

where

kT = k1 + k2 + k3 ,

e2 = k1k2 + k2k3 + k3k1 ,

e3 = k1k2k3

and

Nfi̇(Òfi)2 = ≠
34
9 ,

Nfi̇3 = 1
27 .

Now, let us define the dot product as

ÈS1|S2Í =
⁄

V
dx1dx2 S1(x1, x2, 1)S2(x1, x2, 1) , (8)

where V is defined in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Range of momenta V for plotting a shape function S(x1, x2, 1), and for computing the cosine between two shapes.

The equilateral configuration is x1 æ 1, x2 æ 1, while the squeezed configuration is x1 æ 0, x2 æ 1, i.e. it is the limit in which

one of the modes (k1) becomes much longer than the other two. The configuration x1 æ 1/2, x2 æ 1/2 is called folded, and it

corresponds to very squashed isosceles triangle.

We then define the equilateral shape as

Sequil(k1, k2, k3) =
3

k1

k2

+ 5 perms.
4

≠

3
k

2
1

k2k3

+ 2 perms.
4

≠ 2 . (9)
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Figure 1: Plot of the function F (1, x2, x3) x2
2x

2
3 for the local distribution (6). The figure is

normalized to have value 1 for equilateral configurations x2 = x3 = 1 and set to zero outside the
region 1 ! x2 " x3 " x2.

Slow roll
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Figure 2: Plot of the function F (1, x2, x3) x2
2x

2
3 for the usual slow-roll inflation (9) with ! = " =

1/30. The figure is normalized to have value 1 for equilateral configurations x2 = x3 = 1 and set to
zero outside the region 1 ! x2 " x3 " x2.

It is interesting to rewrite the definition of f(F ) as

f(F ) =
F · Flocal

Flocal · Flocal
= cos(F,Flocal)

!

F · F
Flocal · Flocal

"1/2

. (21)

8

Babich, Creminelli, Zaldarriaga’04
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Planck constrains on PNG

Planck’18

cf. Planck 2018:
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Non-local primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) is a smoking gun of interactions in single-field

inflationary models, and can be written as a combination of the equilateral and orthogonal templates.

We present the first constraints on these from the redshift-space galaxy power spectra and bispectra

of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) data. These are the first such measurements

independent of the cosmic microwave background fluctuations. We perform a consistent analysis that

includes all necessary nonlinear corrections generated by NLPNG, and vary all relevant cosmological

and nuisance parameters in a global fit to the data. Our conservative analysis yields joint limits on

the amplitudes of the equilateral and orthogonal shapes, f equil
NL = 940 ± 600, fortho

NL = �170 ± 170

(both at 68% CL). These can be used to derive constraints on coe�cients of the e↵ective single-field

inflationary Lagrangian; in particular, we find that the sound speed of inflaton fluctuations has the

bound cs � 0.013 at 95% CL. Fixing the quadratic galaxy bias and cosmological parameters, the

constraints can be tightened to f
equil
NL = 260± 300, fortho

NL = �23± 120 (68% CL).

Introduction — Cosmology is the interface between

particle physics and general relativity. Nothing exem-

plifies this more than inflation – a primordial accelerated

expansion of the Universe that may have happened at

energy scales as high as 1014 GeV. Inflation naturally

generates quantum fluctuations that provide the seeds

for the formation and clustering of matter and galaxies.

Thus, observations of the large-scale structure of our Uni-

verse allow us to probe physics at these extremely high

energies, inaccessible to present-day particle accelerators.

There are three main questions about inflation one may

ask: What is its energy scale? How many degrees of

freedom generated density fluctuations? How fast did

these degrees of freedom propagate? While significant

e↵orts have been devoted to answering the first question,

by constraining the amplitude of primordial gravitational

waves, the latter two require a probe of deviations of the

initial density fluctuations from a Gaussian distribution,

known as primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG).

The simplest observable encoding PNG is the bispec-

trum, B⇣ , of the primordial metric curvature perturba-

tion ⇣. Due to translational and rotational invariance, B⇣

is a function of the moduli of three momenta, k1,k2,k3,

which form a closed triangle. A bispectrum peaking at

squeezed triangles, k1 ⌧ k2 ⇡ k3, is a generic signa-

⇤ gcabass@ias.edu
† Einstein Fellow; ivanov@ias.edu

ture of particle interactions in multi-field inflation [1–9],1

i.e. where more than one degree of freedom is light during

inflation. This type of PNG is called “local”. In contrast,

a bispectrum peaking at equilateral (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3) or

flattened (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3/2) triangles is a peculiar feature

of interactions in single-field inflation [12–19], which has

only one degree of freedom (inflaton). This kind of “non-

local” primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) can be rep-

resented as a linear combination of two basis shapes, equi-

lateral and orthogonal [19], with amplitudes f
equil
NL and

f
ortho
NL respectively.

Symmetries of inflation also dictate a relationship be-

tween the inflaton speed of sound and the strength of

nonlinear interactions that generate NLPNG [17]. In par-

ticular, there is a theorem stating that PNG can be large

if and only if the sound speed is small [20, 21]. This

allows one to constrain the propagation speed of the in-

flaton from the observed level of NLPNG.

Up to now, the only source of information on NLPNG

has been the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-

perature and polarization data [11, 22]. In particular,

Planck 2018 data yield f
equil
NL = �26 ± 47, f

ortho
NL =

�38 ± 24 (both at 68% CL) [11]. In theory, one can

obtain better constraints with upcoming galaxy surveys,

1 These shapes also appear in ekpyrotic alternatives to inflation

(see Ref. [10] for a review), but they typically produce strong

PNG incompatible with data [11].
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plifies this more than inflation – a primordial accelerated

expansion of the Universe that may have happened at

energy scales as high as 1014 GeV. Inflation naturally

generates quantum fluctuations that provide the seeds

for the formation and clustering of matter and galaxies.

Thus, observations of the large-scale structure of our Uni-

verse allow us to probe physics at these extremely high

energies, inaccessible to present-day particle accelerators.

There are three main questions about inflation one may

ask: What is its energy scale? How many degrees of

freedom generated density fluctuations? How fast did

these degrees of freedom propagate? While significant

e↵orts have been devoted to answering the first question,

by constraining the amplitude of primordial gravitational

waves, the latter two require a probe of deviations of the

initial density fluctuations from a Gaussian distribution,

known as primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG).

The simplest observable encoding PNG is the bispec-

trum, B⇣ , of the primordial metric curvature perturba-

tion ⇣. Due to translational and rotational invariance, B⇣

is a function of the moduli of three momenta, k1,k2,k3,

which form a closed triangle. A bispectrum peaking at

squeezed triangles, k1 ⌧ k2 ⇡ k3, is a generic signa-
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ture of particle interactions in multi-field inflation [1–9],1

i.e. where more than one degree of freedom is light during

inflation. This type of PNG is called “local”. In contrast,

a bispectrum peaking at equilateral (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3) or

flattened (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3/2) triangles is a peculiar feature

of interactions in single-field inflation [12–19], which has

only one degree of freedom (inflaton). This kind of “non-

local” primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) can be rep-

resented as a linear combination of two basis shapes, equi-

lateral and orthogonal [19], with amplitudes f
equil
NL and

f
ortho
NL respectively.

Symmetries of inflation also dictate a relationship be-

tween the inflaton speed of sound and the strength of

nonlinear interactions that generate NLPNG [17]. In par-

ticular, there is a theorem stating that PNG can be large

if and only if the sound speed is small [20, 21]. This

allows one to constrain the propagation speed of the in-

flaton from the observed level of NLPNG.

Up to now, the only source of information on NLPNG

has been the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-

perature and polarization data [11, 22]. In particular,

Planck 2018 data yield f
equil
NL = �26 ± 47, f

ortho
NL =

�38 ± 24 (both at 68% CL) [11]. In theory, one can

obtain better constraints with upcoming galaxy surveys,

1 These shapes also appear in ekpyrotic alternatives to inflation

(see Ref. [10] for a review), but they typically produce strong

PNG incompatible with data [11].
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Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

CMB cannot improve 
by more than 2x

Ade et al., Simons observatory forecast (2018)
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LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Limited by 
the number of modes!
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FIG. 2. Measured power spectra (top) and bispectra (bottom) from the BOSS dataset (points) and 2048 Patchy mocks
(lines and shaded regions) for two redshift bins ‘z1’ (left) and ‘z3’ (right). For the power spectra, we show measurements
from the monopole, quadrupole, and hexadecapole, in red, blue, and green respectively, as well as the Q0 statistic, Q0(k) ⌘
P0(k) � (1/2)P2(k) + (3/8)P4(k), which is a proxy for the real-space power spectrum. The vertical line disambiguates regions
fit with the full power spectrum multipoles (left) and those with Q0; the other regions (shown in faint lines) are not used in
the analysis. For bispectra, we plot all triangle bins included in the analysis with k < 0.08hMpc�1, noting that the observed
structure arises from the bin ordering. These are ordered by triangle side, with scalene, isosceles, and equilateral triangles shown
in green, blue, and red respectively. The red numbers in the right panel give the value of k for each equilateral bin. For clarity,
we have combined estimates from the NGC and SGC regions (weighting by their sky fractions, with fNGC ⇡ 0.7); these are
treated as separate samples in the main analysis of this work.

discussion of our models can be found in [18, 60, 81] for the redshift-space power spectrum, [78] for the real-space
power spectrum analog, [22] for the BAO parameters, and [47] for the bispectrum.

Schematically, our model of the power spectrum multipoles takes the following form (before the e↵ects of infrared
resummation and coordinate transformations):

P`(k) = P
tree

` (k) + P
1�loop

` (k) + P
ct

` (k) + P
stoch

` (k), (7)

where the four terms are the usual linear theory Kaiser multipoles (scaling as the linear-theory power spectrum,
Plin(k)), the one-loop perturbation theory corrections (scaling as k

2
Plin(k) on large scales), the counterterms (scaling

as k
2
Plin(k)), and the stochastic contributions (scaling as a constant, plus corrections), respectively. This is then

resummed to correct for the action of non-perturbative long-wavelength displacements, with the e↵ect of suppressing
the wiggly part of the spectrum (see [81]). We account for the e↵ects of an incorrect fiducial cosmology (often known,
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Ḡn(k1, ...,kn) = (2p)3d (3)
D (k1...n)Ḡ 0

n (k1, ...,kn) . (102)

Once the tree-level 1PI n-point functions are fixed, the calculation of equal-time
correlation functions proceed by a perturbative expansion of the generating func-
tional (92) around the Gaussian weight. This is identical to the perturbative calcula-
tions of n-point functions in QFT. Just like in the usual QFT, this computation can
be represented in terms of Feynman diagrams. These diagrams are built of vertices
Gn, n � 3, and lines correspond to propagators g2Plin, see Fig. 7. One should also
include vertices corresponding to counterterms Cn, n � 1 in order to subtract certain
UV divergences in loop diagrams. In this sense counterterms appear in TSPT quite
naturally.

To compute an n-point correlation function of the velocity divergence one has to
draw all diagrams with n external legs. It is easy to see that diagrams with larger
number of loops are proportional to higher powers of g(h). Hence, g(h) plays the
same role as a coupling constant in QFT. For the correlators of the density field d
one should use the expression (87) which is akin to an expression for composite
operators in QFT. It gives rise to additional vertices proportional to the kernels Kn;
these are denoted by an external arrow, see Fig. 7.

k
= g2(�)PL(k),
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= � 1
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1

3!
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k
= �C1(k),

k
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q2

=
1

2
(2�)3�(3)

D (k � q12) K2(q1,q2)

Figure 1: Example of TSPT Feynman rules.

4 TSPT with primordial non-Gaussianity and Feynman rules

In the presence of primordial non-Gaussianity the initial conditions (3.13) get modified.

One expects now a non-vanishing initial value of the 3-point vertex, �(3)
3 �= 0. The early-

time asymptotics of the PDF become,

lim
����

P[e��̃; �] = N �1 exp

⇢
�

Z
[dk]

�̃k�̃�k

2PL(k)
�

Z
[dk]3

3!
�(3)

3 (k1,k2,k3) �̃k1�̃k2�̃k3

�
.

(4.1)

Substituting this expression into the generating functional (3.3) and taking variational

derivatives with respect to the external sources one derives the correlation functions of the

�-field at early times. The latter are to be matched to the linear statistics. Assuming

that the non-Gaussian contribution is small, as will be confirmed shortly, we can restrict

to linear order in the cubic vertex �(3)
3 and obtain the matching condition,

(2�)3�(3)
D (k123) BL(k1, k2, k3) = ��(3)

3 (k1,k2,k3)PL(k1)PL(k2)PL(k3) . (4.2)

We observe that �(3)
3 is proportional to the linear bispectrum. Let us estimate the size of the

cubic term in (4.1). Taking for the characteristic amplitude of the modes �̃k ⇠
�

PL(k) we

obtain �(3)
3

�
�̃3 ⇠ BL/(PL)3/2. As discussed before, the latter quantity is of order fNLA�

which is much smaller than unity, given the existing bounds on non-Gaussianity. This

justifies our expansion to linear order in �(3)
3 .

The TSPT vertices receive a contribution seeded by the primordial non-Gaussianity,

�n(�;k1, ...,kn) =
1

g2(�)
�̄n(k1, ...,kn) +

1

g3(�)
�̄NG

n (k1, ...,kn) , (4.3)
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Fig. 7 Examples of TSPT Feynman rules.

5.2 Soft Limits and IR Safety

Since we have used the PPF equations as sources in the TSPT PDF calculations,
our resulting expressions for the equal-time correlation functions must be identi-
cal to that of the PPF hydrodynamics that we discussed before. This is indeed the
case. However, the intermediate calculations required to obtain n-point functions are
completely different. The PPF loop diagrams contain unphysical IR divergences that
cancel only when all diagrams of a given order are summed together. In contrast,
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presented formalism, however, can be used to consistently go for higher loop order without

any obstacles.

Let us discuss some of the advantages of the Wilson-Polchinski e�ective action. First

of all, from Eq. (3.6) we observe that all the counterterms are manifestly local in time. This

is a direct consequence of the factorization of time dependence in the TSPT approach.

The second useful property comes from working directly with the connected correlation

functions �n. This guarantees a consistent renormalization procedure: the counterterm

that cancels a divergence from a certain 1-particle irreducible (1PI) diagram will also

cancel all divergences which appear in any 1PR diagrams that nest this 1PI graph. Thus,

once we have renormalized a particular 1PI diagram, we should not care about divergences

which may appear in more complex graphs involving this diagram; these must be cancelled

by the same 1PI counterterm inserted in an analogous graph. Schematically,

�̄3 �̄3 +

�̄3

+

�(1)�
2

= finite ,

�̄3 �̄3
�̄3 +

�̄4

�̄3 +

�(1)�
2

�̄3 = finite .

(3.11) diagr1loop0v2

The consistency of renormalization requires that new counterterms be needed only to renor-

malize 1PI graphs, e.g. for the connected 1-loop 3-point function one has

�(1)�
3 +

�̄5

+
�̄3

�̄4

+
�̄3

�̄3

�̄3

= finite . (3.12)

The situation here is to be contrasted with the EFT of LSS, where the use of local

in time counterterms spoils the systematic character of renormalization [11]. It should be

pointed out that the TSPT diagrams are di�erent from those appearing in the EFT (or

SPT), only the final answer is guaranteed to coincide in two approaches. Speaking loosely,

the TSPT diagrams contain the EFT contributions reshu�ed in a systematic way.

In the next subsection we will solve the RG flow equations (3.10) at the tree and

one-loop level.

3.1 Tree-level vertices

At the tree level l = 0 we expect the result to match to the usual TSPT vertices that

appear in PPF. This will reproduce the SPT tree-level result. From Eq. (3.10), the tree-

– 8 –

Fig. 9 Diagrammatic representation of the systematic UV renormalization in TSPT: lower loop
order diagrams embedded in higher order ones (nested divergences) do not require new countert-
erms. They are removed by the same counterterms that renormalize lower order 1PI correlation
functions.
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At the tree level l = 0 we expect the result to match to the usual TSPT vertices that
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Fig. 10 Diagrammatic representation of the systematic UV renormalization in TSPT: new coun-
terterms are required only for the 1-particle irreducible correlation functions.

Tree-level RG matching

It is reasonable to assume that the tree-level vertices (⇠ g�2) for momenta k < L
coincide with those derived from PPF. This is natural as the difference between PPF
and real dynamics should only appear in loop calculations. Thus, we can demand
that the tree-level vertices reproduce the ones from PPF TSPT in the limit L ! •.
An explicit calculation shows that G 0(0),L

3 (k1,k2,k3) = Ḡ 0
3 (k1,k2,k3) and

G 0(0),L
4 (k1,k2,k3,k4) = Ḡ 0

4 (k1,k2,k3,k4)

�
�
H(k12 �L)Ḡ 0

3 (k1,k2,�k12)P̄(k12)Ḡ 0
3 (k3,k4,�k34)+ cyc.

�
.

(119)

Note that the L dependence appears for the first time in the tree-level 4-point vertex.
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functions �n. This guarantees a consistent renormalization procedure: the counterterm

that cancels a divergence from a certain 1-particle irreducible (1PI) diagram will also

cancel all divergences which appear in any 1PR diagrams that nest this 1PI graph. Thus,

once we have renormalized a particular 1PI diagram, we should not care about divergences

which may appear in more complex graphs involving this diagram; these must be cancelled

by the same 1PI counterterm inserted in an analogous graph. Schematically,

�̄3 �̄3 +

�̄3

+

�(1)�
2

= finite ,

�̄3 �̄3
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�̄4
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(3.11) diagr1loop0v2

The consistency of renormalization requires that new counterterms be needed only to renor-

malize 1PI graphs, e.g. for the connected 1-loop 3-point function one has

�(1)�
3 +

�̄5

+
�̄3

�̄4

+
�̄3

�̄3

�̄3

= finite . (3.12)

The situation here is to be contrasted with the EFT of LSS, where the use of local

in time counterterms spoils the systematic character of renormalization [11]. It should be

pointed out that the TSPT diagrams are di�erent from those appearing in the EFT (or

SPT), only the final answer is guaranteed to coincide in two approaches. Speaking loosely,

the TSPT diagrams contain the EFT contributions reshu�ed in a systematic way.

In the next subsection we will solve the RG flow equations (3.10) at the tree and

one-loop level.

3.1 Tree-level vertices

At the tree level l = 0 we expect the result to match to the usual TSPT vertices that

appear in PPF. This will reproduce the SPT tree-level result. From Eq. (3.10), the tree-
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Fig. 9 Diagrammatic representation of the systematic UV renormalization in TSPT: lower loop
order diagrams embedded in higher order ones (nested divergences) do not require new countert-
erms. They are removed by the same counterterms that renormalize lower order 1PI correlation
functions.
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Fig. 10 Diagrammatic representation of the systematic UV renormalization in TSPT: new coun-
terterms are required only for the 1-particle irreducible correlation functions.

Tree-level RG matching

It is reasonable to assume that the tree-level vertices (⇠ g�2) for momenta k < L
coincide with those derived from PPF. This is natural as the difference between PPF
and real dynamics should only appear in loop calculations. Thus, we can demand
that the tree-level vertices reproduce the ones from PPF TSPT in the limit L ! •.
An explicit calculation shows that G 0(0),L

3 (k1,k2,k3) = Ḡ 0
3 (k1,k2,k3) and

G 0(0),L
4 (k1,k2,k3,k4) = Ḡ 0

4 (k1,k2,k3,k4)

�
�
H(k12 �L)Ḡ 0

3 (k1,k2,�k12)P̄(k12)Ḡ 0
3 (k3,k4,�k34)+ cyc.

�
.

(119)

Note that the L dependence appears for the first time in the tree-level 4-point vertex.
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Non-local primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) is a smoking gun of interactions in single-field

inflationary models, and can be written as a combination of the equilateral and orthogonal templates.

We present the first constraints on these from the redshift-space galaxy power spectra and bispectra

of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) data. These are the first such measurements

independent of the cosmic microwave background fluctuations. We perform a consistent analysis that

includes all necessary nonlinear corrections generated by NLPNG, and vary all relevant cosmological

and nuisance parameters in a global fit to the data. Our conservative analysis yields joint limits on

the amplitudes of the equilateral and orthogonal shapes, f equil
NL = 940 ± 600, fortho

NL = �170 ± 170

(both at 68% CL). These can be used to derive constraints on coe�cients of the e↵ective single-field

inflationary Lagrangian; in particular, we find that the sound speed of inflaton fluctuations has the

bound cs � 0.013 at 95% CL. Fixing the quadratic galaxy bias and cosmological parameters, the

constraints can be tightened to f
equil
NL = 260± 300, fortho

NL = �23± 120 (68% CL).

Introduction — Cosmology is the interface between

particle physics and general relativity. Nothing exem-

plifies this more than inflation – a primordial accelerated

expansion of the Universe that may have happened at

energy scales as high as 1014 GeV. Inflation naturally

generates quantum fluctuations that provide the seeds

for the formation and clustering of matter and galaxies.

Thus, observations of the large-scale structure of our Uni-

verse allow us to probe physics at these extremely high

energies, inaccessible to present-day particle accelerators.

There are three main questions about inflation one may

ask: What is its energy scale? How many degrees of

freedom generated density fluctuations? How fast did

these degrees of freedom propagate? While significant

e↵orts have been devoted to answering the first question,

by constraining the amplitude of primordial gravitational

waves, the latter two require a probe of deviations of the

initial density fluctuations from a Gaussian distribution,

known as primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG).

The simplest observable encoding PNG is the bispec-

trum, B⇣ , of the primordial metric curvature perturba-

tion ⇣. Due to translational and rotational invariance, B⇣

is a function of the moduli of three momenta, k1,k2,k3,

which form a closed triangle. A bispectrum peaking at

squeezed triangles, k1 ⌧ k2 ⇡ k3, is a generic signa-
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† Einstein Fellow; ivanov@ias.edu

ture of particle interactions in multi-field inflation [1–9],1

i.e. where more than one degree of freedom is light during

inflation. This type of PNG is called “local”. In contrast,

a bispectrum peaking at equilateral (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3) or

flattened (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3/2) triangles is a peculiar feature

of interactions in single-field inflation [12–19], which has

only one degree of freedom (inflaton). This kind of “non-

local” primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) can be rep-

resented as a linear combination of two basis shapes, equi-

lateral and orthogonal [19], with amplitudes f
equil
NL and

f
ortho
NL respectively.

Symmetries of inflation also dictate a relationship be-

tween the inflaton speed of sound and the strength of

nonlinear interactions that generate NLPNG [17]. In par-

ticular, there is a theorem stating that PNG can be large

if and only if the sound speed is small [20, 21]. This

allows one to constrain the propagation speed of the in-

flaton from the observed level of NLPNG.

Up to now, the only source of information on NLPNG

has been the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-

perature and polarization data [11, 22]. In particular,

Planck 2018 data yield f
equil
NL = �26 ± 47, f

ortho
NL =

�38 ± 24 (both at 68% CL) [11]. In theory, one can

obtain better constraints with upcoming galaxy surveys,

1 These shapes also appear in ekpyrotic alternatives to inflation

(see Ref. [10] for a review), but they typically produce strong

PNG incompatible with data [11].
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ture of particle interactions in multi-field inflation [1–9],1

i.e. where more than one degree of freedom is light during

inflation. This type of PNG is called “local”. In contrast,

a bispectrum peaking at equilateral (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3) or

flattened (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3/2) triangles is a peculiar feature

of interactions in single-field inflation [12–19], which has

only one degree of freedom (inflaton). This kind of “non-

local” primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) can be rep-

resented as a linear combination of two basis shapes, equi-

lateral and orthogonal [19], with amplitudes f
equil
NL and

f
ortho
NL respectively.

Symmetries of inflation also dictate a relationship be-

tween the inflaton speed of sound and the strength of

nonlinear interactions that generate NLPNG [17]. In par-

ticular, there is a theorem stating that PNG can be large

if and only if the sound speed is small [20, 21]. This

allows one to constrain the propagation speed of the in-

flaton from the observed level of NLPNG.
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has been the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-

perature and polarization data [11, 22]. In particular,

Planck 2018 data yield f
equil
NL = �26 ± 47, f

ortho
NL =

�38 ± 24 (both at 68% CL) [11]. In theory, one can

obtain better constraints with upcoming galaxy surveys,

1 These shapes also appear in ekpyrotic alternatives to inflation

(see Ref. [10] for a review), but they typically produce strong

PNG incompatible with data [11].
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Non-local primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) is a smoking gun of interactions in single-field

inflationary models, and can be written as a combination of the equilateral and orthogonal templates.

We present the first constraints on these from the redshift-space galaxy power spectra and bispectra

of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) data. These are the first such measurements

independent of the cosmic microwave background fluctuations. We perform a consistent analysis that

includes all necessary nonlinear corrections generated by NLPNG, and vary all relevant cosmological

and nuisance parameters in a global fit to the data. Our conservative analysis yields joint limits on

the amplitudes of the equilateral and orthogonal shapes, f equil
NL = 940 ± 600, fortho

NL = �170 ± 170

(both at 68% CL). These can be used to derive constraints on coe�cients of the e↵ective single-field

inflationary Lagrangian; in particular, we find that the sound speed of inflaton fluctuations has the

bound cs � 0.013 at 95% CL. Fixing the quadratic galaxy bias and cosmological parameters, the

constraints can be tightened to f
equil
NL = 260± 300, fortho

NL = �23± 120 (68% CL).

Introduction — Cosmology is the interface between

particle physics and general relativity. Nothing exem-

plifies this more than inflation – a primordial accelerated

expansion of the Universe that may have happened at

energy scales as high as 1014 GeV. Inflation naturally

generates quantum fluctuations that provide the seeds

for the formation and clustering of matter and galaxies.

Thus, observations of the large-scale structure of our Uni-

verse allow us to probe physics at these extremely high

energies, inaccessible to present-day particle accelerators.

There are three main questions about inflation one may

ask: What is its energy scale? How many degrees of

freedom generated density fluctuations? How fast did

these degrees of freedom propagate? While significant

e↵orts have been devoted to answering the first question,

by constraining the amplitude of primordial gravitational

waves, the latter two require a probe of deviations of the

initial density fluctuations from a Gaussian distribution,

known as primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG).

The simplest observable encoding PNG is the bispec-

trum, B⇣ , of the primordial metric curvature perturba-

tion ⇣. Due to translational and rotational invariance, B⇣

is a function of the moduli of three momenta, k1,k2,k3,

which form a closed triangle. A bispectrum peaking at

squeezed triangles, k1 ⌧ k2 ⇡ k3, is a generic signa-

⇤ gcabass@ias.edu
† Einstein Fellow; ivanov@ias.edu

ture of particle interactions in multi-field inflation [1–9],1

i.e. where more than one degree of freedom is light during

inflation. This type of PNG is called “local”. In contrast,

a bispectrum peaking at equilateral (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3) or

flattened (k1 ⇡ k2 ⇡ k3/2) triangles is a peculiar feature

of interactions in single-field inflation [12–19], which has

only one degree of freedom (inflaton). This kind of “non-

local” primordial non-Gaussianity (NLPNG) can be rep-

resented as a linear combination of two basis shapes, equi-

lateral and orthogonal [19], with amplitudes f
equil
NL and

f
ortho
NL respectively.

Symmetries of inflation also dictate a relationship be-

tween the inflaton speed of sound and the strength of

nonlinear interactions that generate NLPNG [17]. In par-

ticular, there is a theorem stating that PNG can be large

if and only if the sound speed is small [20, 21]. This

allows one to constrain the propagation speed of the in-

flaton from the observed level of NLPNG.

Up to now, the only source of information on NLPNG

has been the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-

perature and polarization data [11, 22]. In particular,

Planck 2018 data yield f
equil
NL = �26 ± 47, f

ortho
NL =

�38 ± 24 (both at 68% CL) [11]. In theory, one can

obtain better constraints with upcoming galaxy surveys,

1 These shapes also appear in ekpyrotic alternatives to inflation

(see Ref. [10] for a review), but they typically produce strong

PNG incompatible with data [11].
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Figure 14. Constraints on local primordial non-Gaussianity as a function of kmin and kmax, using
the full shape power spectrum without any CMB priors. For SPHEREx we set �z/(1 + z) = 0.05,
while for all other surveys we set �z = 0. The vertical lines are the lowest possible kmin for each
survey: 2⇡/V 1/3, where V is the volume of the survey (including sky coverage).

mode-couplings), which can in principle be modeled using standard perturbative techniques.
However, the development of a PT-based code which self-consistently models non-linearities
(in redshift space) in the presence of PNG is beyond the scope of this paper. We instead
focus on PNG’s e↵ect on the linear bias, and restrict our forecasts to kmax < 0.06 hMpc�1

where linear theory is a good approximation for the high redshifts we consider. As seen in
Eq. 4.3, PNG couples short wavelength modes of � to long wavelength modes of �. This
coupling induces an additional scale-dependent bias (b ! b+�b) which takes the form [139]:

�b ⌘
3⌦mH

2

0

2k2D(z)T (k)
b�f

Loc

NL =
3⌦m�cH

2

0

k2D(z)T (k)
(b � 1)fLoc

NL , (4.4)

where D(z) is normalized to a in the matter dominated era and �c = 1.686. In the above
equation we made the assumption that b� = 2�c(b� 1) [139, 140], which does not necessarily
hold for the galaxies that will be observed by current and future LSS surveys [141–143], and
it cautions against combining the constraints from di↵erent instruments.

Shown in Fig. 14 are our forecasted constraints on f
Loc

NL
from a variety of upcoming

or proposed LSS surveys, using the power spectrum only. Since all information about f
Loc

NL

comes from low k where linear theory is an excellent approximation, in our forecasts we only
marginalize over ⇤CDM, b and Tb (for 21-cm surveys12). For all surveys we include a prior on
⇤CDM from Planck. Even with just the power spectrum, we see that near-term LSS surveys
(such as Euclid) have the capability of achieving similar constraints on PNG as Planck, while
a future high-redshift LBG survey has the potential to achieve �(fLoc

NL
) ⇠ 0.8, more than

a factor of 2 improvement over a cosmic variance limited CMB survey. Similar constraints
from the power spectrum should be obtainable with the SPHEREx mission [28].

Here we have only focused on local PNG from the power spectrum, making use of the
f
Loc

NL
induced scale-dependence of linear bias. We note that adding bispectrum or higher point

function information can potentially help [143, 145, 146]. Extracting bispectrum information

12See ref. [144] for a detailed discussion of degeneracies between 21-cm foregrounds and fLoc
NL .
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Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential
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cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential
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BONUS: PARITY-ODD 4-POINT FUNCTIONS

Philcox 22

Conclusions
- Simulations do not capture noise properties of the four-point function
- OrWe have detected parity-violating physics at 32???

Simulations

Data

Philcox (2022) Hou et al. (2022)

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Detection of parity violation! 
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Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Cannot be generated by non-linear clustering! 
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

If true, must be primordial 

Cahn et al. (2021)



Parity Violation in Inflation
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

EFT of Inflation: Cabass, MI, Philcox (2022)

4

The first case can be seen as a limit of the E↵ective Field Theory of Inflation (EFTI) [e.g., 9, 10] in which the quantum
fluctuations, ⇡, of the clock (which on superhorizon scales are simply proportional to ⇣) have a dispersion relation
!
2
/ k

4. An example of UV completion is a scalar field � with a Lagrangian that is a function P of X ⌘ �(@µ�)2

such that excitations ⇡ about the “trivial” background � = 0 are unstable, but those around the background � = µt

are not. If dP/dX vanishes on the background, ⇡ will have a nonrelativistic dispersion relation [38, 39]. Note that
ghost condensation naturally arises as a low energy limit of models with Lorentz invariance violation in the inflaton
sector [73].
In the second instance, one considers the impact of massive spinning particles, �ij···, coupled to the clock. Even if

these particles decay on superhorizon scales, they can be created from the vacuum and exchanged by ⇡ fluctuations in
the bulk of de Sitter spacetime, and leave an impact on the statistics of the curvature perturbation ⇣ that are not
degenerate with local operators in the EFTI if their mass, m�, is comparable to the Hubble scale, H.
Below, we briefly recapitulate the interactions studied in [37], summarize the corresponding templates for the

parity-odd trispectrum (which will be used to predict the parity-odd galaxy correlator in §IV), and discuss bounds on
their size from requirements of perturbativity.

A. The Inflationary Lagrangian and Inflaton Interactions

In the case of Ghost Inflation, the primordial Universe is described by a single clock ⇡ (hereafter known as the
Goldstone mode), which obeys the quadratic action

S⇡⇡ =

Z
d4x

p
�g


⇤4

2
⇡̇
2
�

⇤̃2

2

(@2
⇡)2

a4

�
, (1)

where a is the scale factor, and the scales ⇤ and ⇤̃ control the normalization of the power spectrum (using ⇣ = �H⇡

on superhorizon scales):

k
3
P⇣(k) ⌘ �2

⇣
=

H
2(H⇤̃)

1

2�( 3
4
)2

⇡⇤⇤̃2
(2)

for a scale-invariant power spectrum �2

⇣
. On subhorizon scales, ⇡ follows the dispersion relation ! = ⇤̃k2/⇤2; it is this

non-linear relation that results in the di↵erent phenomenology of the theory to standard single-field inflation.
At tree level, the only contribution to a parity-odd trispectrum of the Goldstone mode (i.e. the part of h⇡⇡⇡⇡i

antisymmetric under reflections) can come from contact diagrams. [37] studied the following two interactions, appearing
at leading- and subleading-order in the e↵ective field theory expansion respectively

S
(LO)

⇡⇡⇡⇡
=

1

MPO

Z
d4x

p
�g a

�9
✏ijk@m@n⇡@n@i⇡@m@l@j⇡@l@k⇡ , (3)

S
(NLO)

⇡⇡⇡⇡
=

1

⇤2

PO

Z
d4x

p
�g a

�9
⇡̇✏ijk@i@l⇡@l@j@

2
⇡@k@

2
⇡ , (4)

where ✏ijk is the antisymmetric tensor, which gives rise to the parity-violation. It is important to keep in mind that
these two operators fully exhaust only the subset of quartic operators that in the flat-space limit of the EFTI are
invariant under the non-linear part �⇡ = �ix

i of the spontaneously broken Lorentz boosts. A full classification including
Wess-Zumino terms is left for future work: in this analysis we focus on (3) and (4) as the simplest trispectrum-inducing
couplings that arise due to deviations from a Bunch-Davies vacuum with a linear dispersion relation.
Regarding the Cosmological Collider, in this work we focus on the same setup studied in [37], i.e. the parity-odd

four-point function arising from the exchange of a massive spin-1 field �
i. This has the Feynman diagram

k1

�

k2

�

k3

�

k4

�

s = |k1 + k2|

�

5

(5)

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

Not supported by data:

14

FIG. 2. Comparison of the observed galaxy four-point correlation function, ⇣`1`2`3(r1, r2, r3) (black points), with two models of
the theoretical 4PCF, assuming Ghost Condensate (black lines) and Cosmological Collider (colored lines) inflation. We assume

fiducial values of A(MPO) = 100A(⇤
2

PO
) = 10�10 and A

(�1�3) = 1019(�2

⇣)
4
c
4

s sin⇡
�
⌫ + 1

2

�
for visibility and consider a variety of

values of the sound speed cs and mass ⌫ in the latter case, indicated by the captions. The second through fifth panels show the
correlators for a selection of values of `1, `2, `3 (indicated by the title), with the x-axis giving the radial bins, collapsed into one
dimension. The first panel shows the values of the radial bin centers corresponding to each one-dimensional bin center. Here, we
utilize data from the BOSS CMASS NGC region, and with error-bars obtained from the Patchy simulations (noting that the
data is highly correlated). Notably, the theoretical models have strong (and di↵erent) dependence on the multiplet, which the
MCMC analysis shows to be broadly inconsistent with the data. Constraints on the model amplitudes are given in Tab. I& II.
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small scale problems 
(caveat: baryons)

Example:

characterised by the matter clustering parameter �8, the amplitude at redshift z = 0 when
averaged over 8 h

�1 Mpc scales, or by the degenerate combination S8 ⌘
q

⌦m
0.3 �8 (where ⌦m

is the matter energy density), which is well constrained by large-scale structure experiments.
The statistical significance of the so-called S8 tension ranges from 2 to 3 � depending on
the data considered; galaxy shear, in particular, drives the largest discrepancies with CMB
data. Notwithstanding undetected systematic errors in the data, the S8 tension has proposed
solutions based on physics beyond ⇤CDM typically by introducing either a time-dependence
or a scale-dependence in the DM dynamics. This can be achieved by, e. g., coupling DM
to DE [89, 90], a complex dark sector (e. g., atomic DM [91–93]), decaying DM [94, 95], or
baryon-DM interactions [96]; Ref. [97] more generally considers modifications to non-linear
clustering including the effects of baryonic feedback.

Ultra-light axions form a component of the dark sector with a scale-dependent growth
factor. We therefore hypothesise that axions could alleviate the S8 tension, by behaving like
standard cold DM at the scales probed by current CMB surveys, while suppressing the growth
of structure at the smaller scales to which galaxy surveys are sensitive. We investigate this
hypothesis by jointly analysing CMB and galaxy clustering data. The inclusion of galaxy
shear measurements is left for future work. Another discrepancy in the ⇤CDM model is the
H0 tension, the ⇠ 5� difference in the Hubble expansion rate today H0 as inferred from
different direct and indirect distance ladders [see, e. g., 88]. Many proposed solutions to the
H0 tension based on new physics, however, exacerbate the discrepancy in S8 [e. g., 98]. Models
invoking ultra-light axions, with ma ⇠ (10�27 � 10�26) eV, combined with modifications to
the dynamics of the DE component [99–101] are invoked to alleviate simultaneously both
parameter tensions. In this work, we stress the importance of assessing tension in the full
parameter space. In testing the extent to which ultra-light axions can improve consistency
between CMB and large-scale structure data, we therefore use metrics of tension that account
for the full non-Gaussian posterior distribution.

In § 2, we introduce our model for axion structure formation: the linear theory in § 2.1
and the EFT of LSS that we use as our non-linear theory in § 2.2. We discuss our data in § 3:
CMB in § 3.1, baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and supernovae in § 3.2, full-shape BOSS
galaxy clustering in § 3.3 and our parameter inference methods in § 3.4. We present results
from the CMB, BAO and supernovae in § 4.1 and from BOSS galaxy clustering in § 4.2. In
§ 5, we discuss these results and draw conclusions in § 6.

2 Axion structure formation model

2.1 Linear theory

In order to model the effect of ultra-light axions (ULAs) on the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB), we calculate linear-order perturbations using the Einstein-Boltzmann solver
axionCAMB2 [22, 57]. The fundamental equation governing the axion field � is the Klein-
Gordon equation:

⇤� � m
2
a� = 0, (2.1)

where ⇤ is the d’Alembert operator. We consider a temperature-independent axion mass,
which is appropriate for string theory axions, where the mass switches on at a high energy
scale (typically the geometric mean of the supersymmetry scale and the Planck scale [19]).

2https://github.com/dgrin1/axionCAMB.
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where t is proper time, the spatial derivative is with
respect to comoving coordinates, a is the scale factor,
H ⌘ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and � is the gravita-
tional potential, obeying:

r
2� = 4⇡Ga2⇢̄� (4)

where ⇢̄ is the cosmic mean mass density and � is the
overdensity. We use ˙ to denote a derivative with respect
to proper time t. Note that:

⇢̄ = m ̄2 , ⇢ = m| |
2 , � ⌘ (⇢� ⇢̄)/⇢̄ , (5)

where  ̄ is chosen to be real without loss of generality.
The Schrödinger-Poisson system of wave dynamics (3)

and (4) can be recast as fluid dynamics (known as the
Madelung formulation [19], see the Feynman lectures for
a discussion [20]). The field  is related to the fluid mass
density ⇢ as above, and the fluid velocity v as follows:

 ⌘

r
⇢

m
ei✓ , v ⌘

~
ma

r✓ . (6)

With this mapping, the conservation associated with the
U(1) symmetry of the Schrödinger equation (which orig-
inates from particle number conservation in the non-
relativistic limit) becomes mass conservation:

⇢̇+ 3H⇢+
1

a
r · (⇢v) = 0 , (7)

and the conjugate part of the Schrödinger equation gives
the analog of the Euler equation:

v̇ +Hv +
1

a
(v · r)v = �

1

a
r� �

~2
2m2a3

rp , (8)

where

p ⌘ �
r

2p⇢
p
⇢

= �
1

2
r

2 log ⇢�
1

4
(r log ⇢)2 . (9)

The quantity p is often referred to as “quantum pres-
sure”. This is a bit of a misnomer (which we adopt
nonetheless, following convention) — it is in fact not a
pressure, but arises from some particular combination of
stress i.e. the stress tensor in general has non-vanishing
o↵-diagonal terms.3

In the fluid formulation, ~ can be grouped together
with m to define a length scale (the Compton scale ~/m),
after which ~ does not appear in the rest of the equa-
tions (7) and (8). In the applications we are interested
in, the relevant particle number occupancy is large, mak-
ing quantum fluctuations very small. The Schrödinger
equation, despite its appearance, should be interpreted
as an equation for a classical complex scalar  (though
we will adhere to the common terminology of  as the

3
The stress tensor takes a special form such that its divergence

divided by density takes the form of the spatial gradient of p.

wave function). Wave mechanics e↵ects such as inter-
ference are still present, since ⇢ = m| |

2, but they are
classical in nature, much like the interference of waves in
classical electromagnetism.
In the literature, there are investigations of struc-

ture formation in the FDM model using both the wave
formulation [10, 13, 15, 21] and the fluid formulation
[12, 14, 18, 22]. Our goal is to build on and extend
these investigations in a number of ways. (1) We investi-
gate the strengths and weaknesses of solvers based on the
wave and fluid formulations by studying test cases. (2)
We carry out perturbative computations (in the fluid for-
mulation, for reasons that will become clear) up to third
order in perturbation theory, and compare the results
against numerical solutions. (3) As an application, we
numerically compute the Lyman-alpha forest flux power
spectrum in the FDM model, and compare the prediction
from solving the Schrödinger-Poisson system versus the
prediction from a pure gravity solver (starting from the
same initial conditions). Current constraints on the FDM
mass from the Lyman-alpha forest use N-body simula-
tions (i.e. a gravity solver) to approximate the dynamics
[23, 24]4, and we address the question of how the predic-
tions are sensitive to the presence/absence of quantum
pressure.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we sum-

marize perturbation theory results that are presented in
more details in the Appendix. The perturbative com-
putation provides a number of insights that are useful
for interpreting the numerical results. In Sec. III, we de-
scribe our code SPoS, a second order Schrödinger-Poisson
solver and compare it with a grid-based fluid solver that
incorporates quantum pressure. We go over the pros and
cons of both, and show the fluid formulation fails in cases
where the density vanishes due to chance destructive in-
terference (which seem to generically occur in the highly
nonlinear regime). Certain details of the fluid solver are
relegated to the Appendix. In Sec. IV, we apply the
Schrödinger-Poisson solver to compute the Lyman-alpha
forest flux power spectrum, and quantify how the predic-
tions di↵er if one were to approximate the dynamics as
purely gravitational (i.e. FDM versus CDM dynamics,
from the same initial conditions).
In sample cosmological calculations, the parameters

used are: density parameters for dark matter ⌦m,0 =
0.268, dark energy ⌦⇤,0 = 0.732, the Hubble constant in
unit 100 /km/s/Mpc H0 = 0.704, the fluctuation ampli-
tude �8 = 0.811, the spectral index ns = 0.961 and the
CMB temperature today TCMB = 2.726 K. Our cosmo-
logical numerical simulations start at z = 100.

As this article was under preparation, a paper by Nori
et al. [25] appeared that has some overlap with this one,
in particular regarding the Lyman-alpha forest.

4
An exception is [22] who incorporated quantum pressure in their

simulations. As we will see below, incorporating quantum pres-

sure in a fluid formulation has issues that need to be addressed.
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DM - baryon interactions

3

that remains constant for z > 103 and scales linearly
with z for z . 103 is used to reproduce the e↵ect of
V

2
RMS on R� with a precision adequate for cosmolog-

ical analyses (Tseliakhovich & Hirata (2010); Dvorkin
et al. (2014)). To solve the Boltzmann equations of
presence of IDM, we use a modified version of the Boltz-
mann solver CLASS, which allows for DM-baryon scatter-
ing parameterized by a momentum transfer cross section
as � = �0v

n (Gluscevic & Boddy (2018); Boddy et al.
(2018)), where n = 0, in the case of velocity-independent
scattering.

In order to make a prediction for late-time evolution
of the matter power spectrum, on scales corresponding
to galaxy clustering, weak lensing, and related LSS ob-
servables, we merge the modified IDM CLASS code with
a CLASS-PT module, previously developed as a tool for
computation of the LSS power spectra in mildly non-
linear regime Baumann et al. (2012); Carrasco et al.
(2012); Cabass et al. (2022).1 CLASS-PT is a non-linear
perturbation theory extension of CLASS that calculates
non-linear 1-loop corrections to the linear matter power
spectrum, and outputs the redshift-space galaxy power
spectrum (Chudaykin et al. (2020)).

The formalism implemented in CLASS-PT rests on the
e↵ective theory of LSS, which should, in principle, be
modified in the presence of non-gravitational interac-
tions between baryons and DM (see e.g. Senatore & Zal-
darriaga (2017); Lewandowski et al. (2015) for cases of
massive neutrinos and the baryon-DM fluid, in the ab-
sence of direct coupling). However, in case of velocity-
independent interaction, DM-baryon scattering only af-
fects the evolution of matter perturbations at very high
redshifts, where non-linear e↵ects are entirely negligi-
ble. At redshifts relevant to galaxy surveys, the mean
free path associated with the DM-baryon interactions
exceeds particle horizon, and the evolution of structure
proceeds as in ⇤CDM, with a suppressed initial power
spectrum, shown in Figure 1.2,3 This means the stan-
dard implementation of CLASS-PT is entirely applicable
to predicting late-time LSS observables in our scenario
of interest.

3. DATA AND ANALYSIS METHODS

1
https://github.com/Michalychforever/CLASS-PT

2
We show that DM-baryon interactions only impact the evolu-

tion of matter perturbations at redshifts before recombination in

Appendix A.

3
In Figure 1, the residual of the linear matter power spectrum

lies higher than that of the total matter power spectrum in some

cases–this is because the linear and total IDM spectra are normal-

ized to their respective CDM counterparts, and the total CDM

spectrum sometimes experiences more enhancement than IDM.
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Figure 1. Percent di↵erence between the matter power
spectrum for an IDM cosmology with DM-baryon scattering
and collisionless CDM cosmology. The linear power spec-
trum is shown in green, and the total power spectrum is
shown in orange. The lines are generated with the best-
fit parameter values from a joint Planck + BOSS + DES
analysis of the IDM model with a DM mass of 1 MeV, and
interacting fraction f� = 10%. The shaded bands designate
the uncertainty in reconstructed matter power spectrum that
corresponds to a 1� uncertainty around these best-fit param-
eter values. An increase in the interaction cross section and
in the interacting fraction lead to a greater suppression in
P (k), while the former also shifts the onset of suppression to
larger scales. VG: lets consider cutting o↵ this figure at the
end of teh grey shaded region and removing footnote related
to it.

VG: title of sec 3 is hanging at the bottom of the page,
see if you can change formatting. removing footnote 3
might resolve this.

We analyze the full Planck 2018 TT, TE, EE, and
lensing power spectra (Aghanim et al. (2020a)), along
with anisotropic galaxy clustering data from BOSS
DR12 at z = 0.38 and 0.61 (Ivanov et al. (2020b,c), see
also Zhang et al. (2022); Chen et al. (2022)). As in Chu-
daykin et al. (2021); Philcox & Ivanov (2022), our anal-
ysis is performed up to kmax = 0.2 h/Mpc for the galaxy
power spectrum multipoles, from 0.2 < k < 0.4 h/Mpc
for the real-space power spectrum proxy Q0 (Ivanov
et al. 2022b), and up to kmax = 0.08 h/Mpc for the
bispectrum monopole (Ivanov et al. 2022a; Philcox &
Ivanov 2022).4 We also add the post-reconstructed
BOSS DR12 BAO data to this dataset following Philcox
et al. (2020). We stress that our EFT-based full-
shape analysis is quite conservative as we consistently

4
Our BOSS full-shape likelihood for CLASS-PT is publicly available

at https://github.com/oliverphilcox/full shape likelihoods.

5

Figure 3. 68% and 95% confidence-level marginalized
posterior distributions of relevant parameters for ⇤CDM
from Planck (black) and our fractional DM-baryon interact-
ing model (colored) from di↵erent combinations of Planck,
BOSS, and DES data. The gray bands show the DES
measurement of S8. The bottom right-hand panel shows
a 2.6� preference for non-zero interactions between DM and
baryons under a combined Planck, BOSS, and DES analysis.

In particular, Figure 3 shows that the combined Planck
+ BOSS + DES analysis returns a mean �0 value of
1.34+0.51

�0.67 ⇥ 10�25 cm2.
In Table 1, we show the mean and best-fit values of

relevant parameters from a Planck + BOSS + DES anal-
ysis of the f� = 10%, m� = 1 MeV model, as well as the
�

2 statistics. The mean value of a given parameter is
taken to be the maximum of the marginalized posterior
distribution for that parameter, and the best-fit value
is the value of that parameter at the global maximum
of the likelihood. We present the full list of constraints
on all cosmological parameters for this scenario in Ap-
pendix B, and we show full posterior distributions for
this model in Appendix D. The f� = 10%, m� = 1 MeV
IDM model and ⇤CDM present similar �

2 values when
analyzed under Planck only; however, we find ��

2 =
�3.48 once we include BOSS data, and ��

2 = �6.7
once we include the DES prior on S8, corresponding to a
2.6� preference for non-zero interactions. We note that
the preference for non-zero DM-baryon interactions is
present even in the BOSS data alone: the IDM fit that
contains a single additional free parameter reduces �

2

by 3.02, compared to the CDM model. We find that
our fractional IDM model shows a consistent preference
over CDM, regardless of DM interacting fraction; this is
discussed further in Appendix C. Finally, we note that
the best-fit value of �0 in Table 1 is somewhat shifted

with respect to the posterior mean, due to inherent lim-
itations of the MCMC sampler; we discuss this further
in Appendix D.

5. DISCUSSION

Our results have general implications in the search
for a model that may restore concordance between cos-
mological data sets. Firstly, we the initial power spec-
trum capable of alleviating the S8 tension H0 tension
the same. This power spectrum is shown in Figure 1,
generated with the best-fit parameter values from a joint
Planck, BOSS, and DES analysis of our fractional IDM
model. We show both the linear matter power spectrum
and the total matter power spectrum, each normalized
to their respective ⇤CDM counterpart. An increase or
decrease in �0 shifts the cuto↵ in the power spectrum
to larger or smaller scales, respectively. This feature is
what allows this model to fit both LSS and CMB data
so well, as it seems that both datasets are very sensitive
to the position of this cuto↵. It is also worth noting that
the shape of our best-fit power spectrum looks similar
to those found in other proposed solutions to S8, such as
the DM-DE drag in Poulin et al. (2022). However, our
model is much more robust against the data analyzed;
in IDM, interactions between dark matter and baryons
a↵ect the early universe and still fit LSS and CMB data,
whereas in DM-DE drag, late universe edits resolve the
S8 tension without any modifications to the CDM im-
print on the CMB. Because our model must fit both
CMB and LSS data, we have less degrees of freedom in
our analysis, which makes our marked improvement in
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min especially noteworthy.

Secondly, we stress that all of our posteriors over-
lap regardless of data combination except for the IDM
BOSS posteriors, as seen in Appendix D where we dis-
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f� = 10% model. The same cannot be said for ⇤CDM;
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(2022)). Therefore, our fractional IDM model provides
a better fit to both Planck and LSS data than ⇤CDM.
This result is extremely meaningful for DM detection
e↵orts–while we do not claim to have detected DM, our
results indicate that fractional DM-baryon interactions,
or models with similar physics, show promise of being
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⇤CDM. In fact, the shape of the power spectrum we
obtain with our model is characteristic for cosmologies
in which a fraction of DM interacts with other parti-
cles (neutrinos, photons, etc.). Future work should un-
doubtedly explore these interacting scenarios–given our
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m� ⇠ 1 MeV

He, MI ++(to appear)

Glusevic, Boddy (2018)
Slatyer, Wu (2018)

Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential

motivated by direct detection

Dvorkin ++ (2014)



Future

LSS results will improve by ~5-10 in ~5-10 years
Summary   

LSS is emerging as the main observational probe for 
cosmology in the near future

analytic understanding of LSS in the mildly non-linear 
regime 20 Mpc < l < 100 Mpc is essential to fully 
exploit its potential



Summary

Huge improvements in the future

Novel ways to test new physics

Cosmo. parameters competitive with CMB

PT (EFT) - robust analytic tool for LSS

Many O(1) question on DM, inflation will be answered



Thank you!


